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1.0

Introduction:

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the board of the Kenbe La Foundation/Purple Cake Day on the
progress of the Early Childhood Development and School support projects, funded by Purple Cake Day,
Sindhupalchok, Nepal. The report covers the period from December 2017 to end May 2018.
1.2 Background: Following the successful implementation of ECD projects in Nepal, First Steps Himalaya
proposed a number of school and ECD projects to Purple Cake Day in 2011 for funding from Purple
Cake Day 2012. FSH benefitted from a grant in 2012 for NZ$28,000 followed by further grants of
NZ$21,000 in 2013, NZ$23,500 in 2014, $28,000 in 2015, $25,000 in 2016 and NZ$17,000 in 2017. In
2018, First Steps Himalaya also received $14,438.38 direct from the Woodland Group of Schools in
Hong Kong from their Purple Cake Day event. Following the devastating earthquake of April 2015, FSH
has rebuilt earthquake damaged classrooms using earthquake resilient earthbag building methods. This
phase has almost come to an end and FSH is looking to the future where it will roll out its proven
methods to more schools in rural Nepal.
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2.0 General Situation: There was no serious political unrest during this period. The project area is now
recovering from the earthquakes with people continuing to rebuild their homes.
3.0 Project progress: Overall there has been good progress at FSN projects. The two Nepali staff who spent
6 weeks in New Zealand, returned to Nepal with lots of great ideas and were greatly inspired by the
schools and pre- schools that they visited in New Zealand. A new monitoring process was put in place,
teachers are receiving one to one advice in their classrooms and schools have been refurnished.
3.1 Monitoring: The new First Steps Assessment method has been put into place with all project schools.
During supervisor visits, schools are assessed according to four main criteria: general situation, classroom,
resources and the teacher. Within each category, our supervisors also rate a number of things. For
example, to assess the general situation, we rate the school grounds, toilets, play areas and tidiness. For
each classroom, we rate classroom management, use of learning corners, labelling and displays of
children’s work on walls. The teacher is assessed on teaching methods, level of voice (whether they shout),
attendance and time keeping and how child friendly the classroom is. Resources are checked and rated
depending on usage, cleanliness, whether there are broken or missing pieces. We also rate teachers on
whether they create their own resources.
Scores for each of the four categories are recorded (and compared against future visits) and an average
score is awarded to the school for that visit. There is a starter project level, followed by step one, two,
three, four and five. Whilst step one and two schools need a lot of work, step four schools are doing pretty
well and a step 5 school would be excellent. Each step also has corresponding photographs that show what
schools at that step should look like. The use of photographs also ensures that FSN supervisors and FSH
staff have a clear picture of the school’s standards. If a school is on step 3 and wants to be a step 4 school,
supervisors talk to them about what they need to improve on and show them images of what is needed to
reach the higher step. Similarly, a step one school needs to understand what we expect to achieve step 2.
Previously teachers at poorly run schools, could not understand our frustration because they had never
seen a good school in action. The new First Steps method aims to guide schools from one step to another
working towards step 5.
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Sample photos for each step shown below:

Above: Entry level (left) and level one (right)

Above: Level two (left) Level three (right)

Above: Level four (left) level five (right)
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3.2 Training: In March 2018, Louise Duncan an ECD teacher from Hong Kong, visited Golma Devi School at
Jitpur and worked with local teachers on classroom ideas. Louise was the former owner/ director of
SKIP school in Hong Kong who had supported Purple Cake Day previously. Louise had promised that
one day she would come and visit. Not only was she an excellent trainer but plans to continue her
support. She also featured in an article published about her visit in Hong Kong’s expat parent magazine.

Louise was accompanied by Virginia who as a trained nurse provided a two- day First Aid Training course
for over 20 teachers. The trainees had a wonderful experience learning about bandaging, resuscitation and
dealing with choking objects. Lack of First Aid Training was one of the weaknesses that FSH had identified
in FSN, so it was wonderful to see so many teachers learning about vital emergency treatment .

In addition to these training courses, our Nepali supervisors provide onsite training to teachers in project
classrooms during their monitoring visits. Supervisors demonstrate story-telling, circle time, teaching
rhymes and counting. Teachers are then expected to put what they have learnt into practise.
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The training centre has now been fitted out carpet, cushions as well as folding tables and chairs. There are
display racks with sample learning materials. A data projector, fan, whiteboards and portable training table
have also been purchased. The centre is now functioning and can accommodate groups with up to 40
participants. In April, FSN hosted its first group of external trainees. 20 teachers from Gorkha and
Sindhupalchok attended a 5- day residential training course at the earthbag training centre. The adjacent
earthbag accommodation was made ready for the visit and teachers were able to remain on site, chat to
the trainers and discuss what they had learnt. This was a huge success and a follow-on training course is
now being planned for April 2019 for this group.

The earthbag accommodation has 16 beds in twin and shared rooms. There is a large kitchen/dining area
with a washing machine, oven, fridge and dining table and chairs. We are delighted to have such an
excellent facility which is well suited to training purposes. First Steps Nepal can now role out a training
programme that is practical, has proven methods and is suited to rural Nepali teachers. Furthermore, FSN
is able to generate income for itself by conducting courses for external clients.
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4.0 School Updates
Dyali: The original school building has recently been
repainted and the new earthbag classrooms are in the
process of being painted and made ready for use. A
carpenter needs to make doors and windows before the new
rooms can fully function. The school has received carpet,
tables and learning materials for three classrooms. We
continue to fund one teacher at Dyali School with Purple
Cake Day support.
Siranchour: We have recently funded a new ECD teacher
here. She is making a great start and already the ECD
classroom is running like our main Sangachok centre which is
excellent. The teacher makes her own resources and
everything is clean and tidy. The Class one teacher has really
benefited from the training that we provided. She uses polite
language with the children, class work is on display and she
also makes her own resources. The school has received new
carpet, tables and learning materials.
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Mulkharka: The ECD is excellent and the teacher is using child friendly methods. She makes her own
resources and takes great care of the learning materials that we have given her. There are learning
corners in the ECD room and there is a safe play area outside. The school classes have some way to go
to reach the standard of the ECD. We will continue to work with them to improve standards. We hope
that Mulkharka School will eventually become a model for the area. We continue to support the ECD
teacher’s wages and the school has received carpet, tables and learning materials.

Kadambas: The ECD still needs a lot of improvement here and our supervisor has suggested having
learning corners and ensuring the classroom is tidier. However, the resources that we have given the
school are in use and the teacher is trying to make her own resources. With further support this should
improve. The class teachers need to learn not to shout at the children but to engage them in fun
activities. They have been provided with carpet and tables.
Irkhu Pokhare: The ECD is well run here, with clean resources and an enthusiastic teacher who makes
her own resources. The classroom is a quiet welcoming space with good learning corners. The primary
classes are doing well too. They just need to take more care of the learning materials. They have
received carpet, tables and learning materials.
5.0 Conclusions


The capacity of FSN staff has been greatly increased so that they can train, supervise and
monitor projects more efficiently.



The First Steps monitoring method is an effective way to accurately assess and monitor schools
over time.
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Teacher training combined with regular classroom visits supports teachers to improve teaching
standards.



The FSN training centre and accommodation provides an excellent facility for FSN to
disseminate its methods.



The First Aid training was a great introduction to the importance of knowing how to respond in
emergency situations.

6.0 Recommendations


FSN continues to support Purple Cake Day schools with training, monitoring and supervision.



FSN should continue to build its capacity through staff training and support.



Further First Aid training would be beneficial for project teachers.



Schools are encouraged to have continual improvement towards quality education.
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